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throughout victoria, Stream Flow management plans 
(SFmps) are being prepared to better manage the surface 
water resources of particular catchments. the plans are 
prepared for the benefit of water users and the general 
community and they aim to improve the environmental 
health of waterways in these catchments.

the preparation of this SFmp commenced in may 2009 
by a consultative committee appointed in accordance 
with the Water Act 1989 (the act). the consultative 
committee, consisting of the following people,  
has developed this SFmp following extensive discussions 
and consideration of technical work. 
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Section 27(1) and (2) of the act allow the minister to declare a 
Water Supply protection area in order to protect the groundwater 
resources in the area, the surface water resources in the area or 
both. both the little yarra river and don river catchments have 
been declared under the act to be a Water Supply protection area 
for surface water (see Section 2). 

once an area is declared as a Water Supply protection area,  
the minister must under section 29(1) of the act appoint a 
consultative committee to develop a management plan for the 
declared Water Supply protection area. the little yarra and  
don rivers consultative committee (for a list of members -  
see the preface) was appointed in accordance with the act and is 
made up of landholders, representatives of government agencies,  
local council and a representative of environment victoria.

Section 32a(1) of the act states that the object of a management 
plan is to make sure that the water resources are managed in an 
equitable manner and so as to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of those resources.

Section 32a(3) of the act sets out what a management plan may 
prescribe. Section 32a of the act, together with the guidelines 
issued in accordance with section 30 of the act (titled “Guidelines 
for Draft Management Plan: Little Yarra and Don River Catchments 
Water Supply Protection Area”) provide the scope for this plan. 

management plans seek to recognise the needs of existing and 
future users whilst attempting to maintain or improve waterway 
health by protecting minimum flows for the environment. 
providing sufficient environmental flows to achieve healthy rivers 
is a key component in ensuring the long-term sustainability of 
the water resource.

this plan has been prepared as part of melbourne Water’s 
program for managing priority catchments throughout the yarra 
river basin. plans have already been prepared for diamond creek, 
hoddles creek, plenty river, olinda creek, Stringybark creek and 
Steels, pauls and dixons creeks. the little yarra and don and 
Woori yallock Stream Flow management plans are the last two 
plans being prepared under this priority catchments program. 
existing plans will be reviewed periodically and if deemed 
necessary revised in consultation with relevant stakeholders. 

using advice from numerous scientific and other studies the 
consultative committee identified improvements that could be 
made in the management of licences to take and use water and 
made recommendations that aim to balance reliability for water 
users and environmental benefits.

this plan provides descriptions and/or prescriptions for:

• the Water Supply protection area (Section 2),

• Water entitlements and use (Section 3),

• administration and enforcement (Section 4),

• objectives of the plan (Section 5),

• restrictions on taking surface water (Section 6),

• licence transfers (Section 7),

•  restrictions and prohibitions on the issue of licences  
(Section 8)

• metering and accounting (Section 9),

• monitoring (Section 10)

• private dams (Section 11),

• licence conditions (Section 12), and

• annual reporting (Section 13).

community consultation undertaken during the development  
of this draft plan has included promotion through local media,  
community information sessions and individual notification  
of licence holders.  a consultative draft was released in July 2011 
and submissions were invited. the consultative committee 
considered the issues raised by the community submissions,  
and amended the draft plan in response.  a summary of the 
consultative committee’s response to these submissions is 
provided in the appendix one. 
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ThE WATER SuPPLY  
PROTECTION AREA

this plan applies to the surface waters of the little yarra and don 
river catchments Water Supply protection area. in accordance 
with section 27 of the act, melbourne Water advertised the 
proposed Water Supply protection area for little yarra and don 
rivers in may 2006.  after receiving pubic submissions, the little 
yarra and don river catchments were declared a Water Supply 
protection area in october 2006. the boundaries of the little 
yarra and don river Water Supply protection area may be 
inspected on plan no. legl./05–526 at the central plan office, 
department of Sustainability and environment.

LITTLE YARRA RIVER 
CATChmENT 

CatChment desCriPtion 

the little yarra river rises to the east of powelltown in the yarra 
ranges. the stream flows generally north-west through the 
townships of powelltown, three bridges, gladysdale, and yarra 
Junction, before joining the yarra river near don road in 
launching place. the total catchment area of the little yarra river 
is approximately 154km2 (lydeFtp 2004b).

tributaries of the little yarra include britannia, black Sand, 
blackwood, Slaty, hackett, Saxton and learmonth creeks.  
much of the upstream region of the catchment is heavily 
forested, with logging occurring in some areas. Since 1970,  
2055 hectares of forest has been logged in the little yarra river 
catchment. the majority of the logging occurred in the 1980s 
and 1990s, although some still occurs.
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figure 1 – The Little Yarra and Don River Catchments



between powelltown and three bridges, there is a narrow strip  
of cleared land along the little yarra river. below three bridges, 
most of the valley is cleared for a variety of agricultural uses, 
including orchards, vineyards, vegetables, tree farms and grazing.  
the upstream reaches of the river system are considered to have 
high environmental values (lydeFtp 2004b).

the little yarra river drains an area of high and reliable rainfall 
(average 1400mm per year), and maintains permanent flows 
throughout the year (lydeFtp 2004b).

generaL environmentaL vaLues

the environmental condition or health of a river or creek is  
a product of many factors. land use within the catchment,  
the presence of native streamside vegetation, the level of  
change from its natural state, water quality and water use all 
affect stream health.

the component of river health addressed within the scope of  
a stream flow management plan is the flow regime.

While stream flow management plans recognise other pressures 
they do not specifically deal with these other issues. instead 
stream flow management plans make rules regarding surface 
water allocation and management within the Water Supply 
protection area.

the flows of a river or creek may include high flows such as floods, 
very low flows, cease to flow events and medium freshening flows 
that follow dry periods. all components of the flow regime are 
important to stream health, with local flora and fauna having 
become reliant on and adapted to particular flow patterns.

Small native migratory fish within the yarra river system 
(including the little yarra river) require flushing flows to trigger 
migrations. Sediment that accumulates on the streambed during 
the dry periods is flushed downstream by higher flows, deep 
pools are replenished by fresh water and the silt is removed.

eleven species of fish (seven native and four introduced) have 
been recorded in the little yarra river catchment (ryan 2008). 
the native species recorded are: mountain galaxias, Southern 
pygmy perch, river blackfish, Short-Finned eel, australian Smelt, 
Short-headed lamprey and pouched lamprey. the exotic species 
recorded are: brown trout, rainbow trout, roach and goldfish. 
Four species of native crayfish have also been recorded in the 
little yarra river Water Supply protection area (ryan 2008).  
there is some evidence that the river blackfish in the little yarra 
river are larger in size than other populations in nearby  
tributaries and the yarra river. While the reason for this is 
uncertain, the populations in the little yarra river should be seen 
as of local conservation significance (lydeFtp 2004b).   
notable species of conservation significance, which have not 
been recorded but are expected to occur, include the australian 
grayling (lydeFtp 2004b). 

platypus are frequently recorded in the little yarra river and are 
likely to be relatively abundant along essentially the entire length 
(Serena & Williams 2008). nine species of frogs have been 
recorded or are likely to occur throughout the little yarra river 
catchment. macro-invertebrate populations in the little yarra 
river are considered good, with species from mayfly, stonefly and 
caddisfly families found along the river. 
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figure 2 – Little Yarra River Catchment



the aquatic macro-invertebrate communities in both rivers are at, 
or near, the guidelines in the Sepp (Water of victoria) Schedule F7 
for the yarra river and tributaries. many other species of reptiles, 
amphibians, birds and mammals have also been recorded in the 
little yarra river catchment, including several that are considered 
threatened in victoria and/or australia. these include:
• leadbeater’s possum (Gymnobelideus leadbeateri)
• Southern brown bandicoot (Isoodon obesulus obesulus)
• Sooty owl (Tyto tenebricosa)
• powerful owl (Ninox strenua)
• lewin’s rail (Lewinia pectoralis)
• Swamp Skink (Egernia coventryi)
• brown toadlet (Pseudophryne bibronii)

there are also many species of rare or threatened flora recorded 
in the little yarra river catchment, including tall astelia (astelia 
australiana) which is listed as vulnerable in australia.

two major riparian and floodplain vegetation communities occur 
along or adjacent to the little yarra river. riparian Forest 
(dominated by manna gum) occurs along the little yarra river 
and associated flats and terraces from powelltown to the 
confluence with the yarra Floodplain. below gladysdale, as the 
gradient of the river moderates, this vegetation community 
becomes somewhat confined to riparian settings and minor 
levees. Swampy riparian Woodland (dominated by Swamp gum 
and manna gum) has been extensively cleared in the lower 
reaches of the little yarra (below gladysdale); however, some 
significant stands remain in good condition.

the upper reaches of the catchment flow through predominately 
forested catchments and are considered to be of excellent health. 
Further downstream stream quality deteriorates, due to the loss 
of habitat and plants, build up of sand deposits, encroachment of 
willows and other weeds and general deterioration of water 
quality. given that the scale of the impacted stream zone is 
limited, prospects for rehabilitation of the middle and lower 
reaches of the little yarra river are considered to be good. as a 
consequence of the moderate to steep slope gradients, a large 
proportion of the catchment could not be selected for agriculture 
and remains in a comparatively unmodified condition. only 23% 
of the little yarra catchment has been cleared (lydeFtp 2004b).

With melbourne Water’s assistance a number of landholders are 
actively rehabilitating sections of the streamside through the 
Stream Frontage management program. catchment restoration 
efforts have included the re-introduction of in-stream habitat, 
willow removal and replanting programs.

stream FLows

there is one active flow gauge in the little yarra river (229214)  
at yarra Junction, which has been operating since april 1963.  
a computer model was created from this data to relate rainfall in 
the area to runoff (and hence stream flow) between 1963 and 
2007, (Skm, 2009).

the mean annual flow in the little yarra river is around 43,000 
ml/year (over period 1963-2007). however, on a monthly basis, 
the stream flow of the river is highly variable, with the highest 
flows in July to october (inclusive). base flows in the little yarra 
river are maintained by groundwater discharge (Skm, 2004).

Figure 3 demonstrates the impact the recent low flow period  
has had on stream flows in the little yarra river catchment.  
the historical average flow is greater than those experienced in 
2007 which was used as a reference ‘dry year’. the natural flows 
in the little yarra and don rivers display a typical temperate 
seasonal pattern, with the lowest average monthly flows in 
march, and the highest average flows in august to october.

figure 3 – Comparison of historical and 2007 Average daily flows 
for each month in Little Yarra River at Yarra junction (gauge 
229214, may 1963 to December 2007)

Current FLows ComPared to  
naturaL FLows

a hydrological computer model was developed to spatially 
represent the flows and diversions in the little yarra and don 
river Water Supply protection area, and to assess the impacts on 
water users under several flow management scenarios. the model 
represents stream flows and irrigation at different points in the 
protection area and allows ‘what if’ questions to be asked to 
determine the likely changes to flows or irrigator supplies if 
conditions are changed.

the model provides an opportunity to estimate the change 
between natural conditions and those currently observed in the 
protection area (see Figure 4). natural conditions occur when 
water is not harvested from the protection area.

the modelling found that average daily flows at the little yarra 
river representative site (behind caulfield grammar School 
camp), are noticeably lower than natural between January and 
march, with average flows reduced by 9-13%. 

Flows in december are reduced by 7%, with all other months 
showing reductions of 2-3%. the lowest modelled current flow 
(5.5 ml/d) is 50% reduced below the lowest modelled natural 
flow (10.7 ml/d). the main deviations from natural flows at the 
representative site in the little yarra river are in the low flow 
season (lydeFtp 2004b).
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figure 4 – Average natural and current daily flows for each month 
in the Little Yarra River (LYDEfTP 2004b). Note – this graph uses 
modelled values based on the total volume of the diversion 
licences in the Little Yarra River.

an independent technical audit panel, which consists of 
independent experts in ecology and hydrology, reviewed the 
stream flow modelling technical report, as well as the 
environmental flow study technical reports (mcmahon and 
hillman 2008, hillman et al 2008). these reports can be found  
on the melbourne Water website. 

environmentaL FLow reCommendations

the environmental flow recommendations for the little yarra  
and don rivers were developed using the ‘FloWS’ method. 
‘FloWS’ is the standardised state-wide method for determining 
environmental water requirements for rivers in victoria.  
the FloWS method uses an expert scientific panel including 
specialists in ecology, hydrology, geomorphology and hydraulic 
modelling. the key steps in the FloWS method are: identification 
of flow dependent environmental values; development of 
environmental objectives for those values; and determination of  
a flow regime to meet the environmental objectives.

environmental flows were recommended by the little yarra and 
don environmental Flows technical panel after an assessment  
of historic flow data (natural and current regimes), hydraulic 
modelling, community consultation, analysis of relevant reports, 
site visits and through expert opinion. the technical audit panel 
reviewed the environmental flow study technical reports 
(mcmahon and hillman 2008, hillman et al 2008). a minimum 
flow of 35 ml/d was recommended by the little yarra and  
don environmental Flows technical panel (2004a) for the 
representative site on the little yarra river. this corresponds to  
a minimum flow of just over 42ml/day at the little yarra river 
stream gauge 229214 (lydeFtp 2004a).

Table 1 – minimum Environmental flow Recommendations –  
Little Yarra River at Stream flow gauge 229214 Environmental flow 
(mL/day)

Environmental flow (mL/day)

jan feb mar Apr may jun jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

For environmental flow assessments, a more specific description 
of the seasonality is required. the flow regime is divided into four 
seasons, not related to the calendar seasons, but determined by 
characteristics of the natural flow regime:

•  a low Flow Season (with generally constant low flows –  
or no flow – with infrequent shorter periods of high flow – 
freshes and floods – due to small localised rainfall events);

•  a transitional Flow Season from low to high (higher flows 
becoming more common with larger more widespread rainfall 
events);

•  a high Flow Season (higher baseflow with frequent, 
sometimes extended periods of higher flows from widespread 
high rainfall events); and

•  a transitional Flow Season from high to low (lower flows 
becoming more common as rainfall events become smaller 
and more localised). 

other environmental flow components recommended by the 
little yarra and don environmental Flows technical panel for the 
little yarra river are shown in table 2 below. 

Table 2 – Little Yarra River Environmental flow Recommendations

jan feb mar Apr may jun jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

low Flow Season (lFS) t1 high Flow Season t2 lFS

cease to divert Flow: 35 ml/d

high Flow Fresh: 200 ml/d,  
6 per year, 2 days (or natural)

high Flow Fresh: 500 ml/d,  
1 in 3 years, 1 day (or natural)

bankfull and overbank Flow: 750 ml/d, 1 year in 7, 1 day (or natural)

t1 – transitional season from low flow to high flow season

t2 – transitional season from high flow to low flow season

*  note the cease to divert trigger is modified from 35ml/d to 42ml/d to 
take into account inflows from other tributaries (britannia creek) 
downstream of the representative site, but upstream of the flow gauge. 
Source: (lydeFtp 2009)
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additionaL environmentaL 
reCommendations

the little yarra and don environmental Flow technical panel 
(2004a), made the following recommendations to help improve 
the health of the little yarra river.

•  the restoration of riparian and some floodplain vegetation in 
cleared areas should be a long-term objective. 

•  Weed management is urgently required to maintain the 
significant vegetation values and natural stream flows along 
the river and to prevent or impede the further spread into as 
yet pristine areas.

•  removal of large Woody debris (lWd) should be prevented, 
unless otherwise demonstrated as a serious threat to a high 
value asset or human life. reinstatement should be considered 
and riparian stands providing potential future sources of lWd 
should be maintained or regenerated.

•  Willow colonisation should be managed to maintain natural 
channel form and stability.

•  Stock access to streams should be minimised or curtailed 
through fencing of the riparian zone. this includes fencing of 
wetland or boggy areas adjacent or connected to the 
tributaries of the little yarra river.

•  Sources of excess sedimentation (such as from un-made road 
crossings or eroding banks) need to be reduced wherever  
they occur (including forestry areas upstream of powelltown).

DON RIVER CATChmENT

CatChment desCriPtion

the don river rises near panton gap on mt toolebewong.  
the river flows south and is joined by a number of small 
tributaries. the don river joins the yarra river near don road  
in launching place.

the don river catchment is heavily forested above the don road 
crossing. below this the area has been cleared for a variety of 
agricultural uses similar to those in the little yarra catchment.  
the don river catchment is approximately 21km2. the don river 
drains an area of high and reliable rainfall (average 1000mm per 
year), and maintains permanent flows throughout the year with a 
base flow provided by groundwater inputs (lydeFtp 2004b).

the upper region of the catchment is predominantly tall 
eucalyptus forests. here the don river is confined to a narrow 
valley with little or no development. in fire protected valleys, cool 
temperate rainforest occurs in association with these tall forests. 
land use in the cleared parts of the valley is primarily centred on 
rural living and hobby farms. the don river catchment is 
unregulated, with water use being primarily domestic and stock 
use with little or no commercial irrigation.

figure 5 – Don River Catchment



generaL environmentaL vaLues

Six species of fish (three native and three introduced) have been 
recorded in the don river catchment (mcguckin 2006). the three 
native fish recorded are river blackfish, Shortfinned eel and 
mountain galaxias. the three exotic species recorded are brown 
trout, roach and oriental Weatherloach. the highlands Spiny 
crayfish has also been recorded in the don river (mcguckin 2006). 

macro-invertebrate populations in the don river are considered 
good, with species from mayfly, stonefly and caddisfly  
families found along the river. the aquatic macroinvertebrate 
communities in both rivers are at, or near, the guidelines in the 
Sepp (Water of victoria) Schedule F7 for the yarra river and 
tributaries. although there are no official records of platypus in 
the don river, there is anecdotal evidence from landholders of 
platypus sightings in the area. this suggests that platypus are 
present in the river either through permanent occupation or 
occasional visitation. there has been limited survey work carried 
out in the don river to date. hopefully future surveys can 
confirm the presence of platypus and other species.

other species of reptiles, amphibians, birds and mammals have 
also been recorded in the don river area, including some that are 
considered threatened in victoria and/or australia. these include:
• Swift parrot (Lathamus discolour)
• Sooty owl (Tyto tenebricosa)
• brush-tailed phascogale (Phascogale tapoatafa)

the vegetation in the don river follows the same pattern as the 
little yarra river. between malleson glen and glenewart reserve, 
narrow fertile alluvial terraces and the river banks support tall 
riparian Forest, typically dominated by manna gum (eucalyptus 
viminalis). From below glenewart reserve to the confluence with 
the yarra, riparian Forest typically remains along the river levees 
and higher terraces with riparian Scrub, Swampy riparian 
complex and damp heathy Woodland on poorly drained parts  
of the floodplains.

there are also two endangered vegetation communities (also 
known as ecological vegetation classes – evcs) in the don river 
protection area. cool temperate rainforest occurs in the upper 
reaches, while Swampy riparian complex occurs lower down, 
near the confluence with the yarra river. as a consequence of  
the moderate to steep slope gradients, a large proportion of the 
catchment could not be selected for agriculture and remains  
in a comparatively unmodified condition. only 13% of the  
don catchment has been cleared. 

With melbourne Water assistance a number of landholders are 
actively rehabilitating sections of the streamside through the 
Stream Frontage management program.

stream FLows

gauged stream flow data for the don river is only available from 
January 1963 to June 1987, when a gauge was operating at 
launching place (229220). a rainfall-runoff model was created to 
extend the data series to between 1963 and 2007, where no flow 
data was available. as part of this plan, the consultative 
committee has recommended to the minister that a flow gauge 

on the don river be re-established. Since this request, 
department of Sustainability and environment in conjunction 
with melbourne Water has installed a gauge at dalry rd on the 
don river in September 2011.  

the mean annual flow in the don river is around 4,700 ml/year 
(over period 1963-2007). however, on a monthly basis, the 
stream flow of the river is highly variable, with the highest flows 
in august to november (inclusive). the natural flows in the little 
yarra and don rivers display a typical temperate seasonal pattern, 
with the lowest average monthly flows in march, and the highest 
average flows in august to october.

Figure 6 demonstrates the impact a low flow year has on stream 
flows in the don river catchment. the historical average flow is 
greater than those experienced in 1982 which is used as a 
reference ‘dry year’ from the recorded stream flow data 
(1963-1987).

figure 6 – Comparison of historical and recorded 1982 Average 
daily flows for each month in Don River at Launching Place 
(modelled, may 1963 to December 2007) 

Current FLows ComPared to  
naturaL FLows 

a hydrological computer model was developed to spatially 
represent the flows and diversions in the don river catchment, 
and to assess the impacts on water users under several flow 
management scenarios. the model represents estimated stream 
flows and irrigation at different points in the protection area and 
allows ‘what if’ questions to be asked to determine the likely 
changes to flows or irrigator supplies if conditions are changed. 
the model provides an opportunity to estimate the change 
between natural conditions and those currently observed in the 
catchment (see Figure 7). 

natural conditions occur when water is not harvested from the 
protection area. the modelling found that average daily flows in the 
don river are noticeably lower than natural between november 
and april. during these months, flows are reduced by 10-15% 
below natural between January and april, and 2-4% in november 
and december. For the remainder of the year (may-october), 
current flows are reduced by 1% or less.  the lowest modelled 
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current (less than 0.1 ml/d) flow is 92% reduced below the lowest 
modelled natural flow (0.6 ml/d). the main deviations from natural 
flows at the representative site in the don river are in the low flow 
seasons (lydeFtp 2004b). the stream flow modelling technical 
report was reviewed by the technical audit panel (mcmahon and 
hillman 2008, hillman et al 2008). 

figure 7 – mean natural and current daily flows for each month in 
the on River (LYDEfTP 2004b). note – this graph uses modelled values 
based on the total volume of the diversion licences in the don river.

it should be noted, that recent water use in the don catchment 
has been significantly less than the use estimated by the model 
to calculate natural flows. For example, in 2007-08 only 0.9% of 
the total licensed entitlement volume was used by diversion 
licences in the don catchment. in comparison, the modelling 
assumes all diverter licences are active and accessing water under 
their licensed volume each year. 

environmentaL FLow reCommendations

environmental flows were recommended by the little yarra and 
don environmental Flows technical panel after an assessment of 
historic flow data (natural and current regimes), community 
consultation, analysis of relevant reports, site visits and through 
expert opinion. the technical audit panel reviewed the 
environmental flow study technical reports (mcmahon and 
hillman 2008, hillman et al 2008).  a minimum flow of 3 ml/d 
(december – June) and 10ml/d (July – november) was 
recommended by the little yarra and don environmental Flows 
technical panel for the representative site on the don river 
(lydeFtp 2004a). 

Table 3 – minimum Environmental flow Recommendations –  
Don River upstream Dalry Road 

Environmental flow (mL/day)

jan feb mar Apr may jun jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

3 3 3 3 3 3 10 10 10 10 10 3

* note: the values for the don river provided above are derived from the  
lydeFtp 2009.

at the time of the study there was no operating streamflow 
gauge in the don river.  as such the little yarra river streamflow 
gauge (229214) was being used to initiate cease to divert triggers 
for both catchments.  as a gauge has recently been installed in 
the don river, the minimum flow values will be implemented 
independent of the little yarra river gauge.

other environmental flow components recommended by the 
little yarra and don environmental Flow technical panel for the 
don river are shown in table 4 below.

Table 4 – Don River Environmental flow Recommendations

jan feb mar Apr may jun jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

low Flow Season t1 high Flow Season t2

cease to divert Flow:  
3 ml/d

cease to divert Flow:  
10 ml/d

ctd: 
3 

ml/d

low Flow Fresh: 10 ml/d,  
6 per year, 4 days (or natural)

high Flow Fresh: 45 ml/d,  
1 per year, 3 days (or natural)

lFF

high Flow Fresh: 80 ml/d,  
1 in 5 years, 1 day (or natural)

bankfull and overbank Flow: 100 ml/d, 1 in 5 years,  
1 day (or natural)

 t1 – transitional season from low flow to high flow season 
t2 – transitional season from high flow to low flow season 
lFF – low Flow Fresh recommendation includes december 
Source: (lydeFtp 2009)

additionaL environmentaL 
reCommendations

the little yarra and don environmental Flow technical panel 
(2004a), made the following recommendations to help improve 
the health of the don river.

•  the presence of deeper areas in the don river is almost 
exclusively driven by the presence of large Woody debris 
(lWd) and associated organic material (leaves and twigs). 
removal of lWd should be prevented, unless otherwise 
demonstrated as a serious threat to a high value asset or 
human life.

•  riparian vegetation provides the major source of large Woody 
debris to the channel. lWd encourages diversity in the bed 
form and variation in water depth for in-stream habitat, and 
reduces the energy of the flow leading to a reduction in bank 
erosion. riparian stands providing potential future source of 
lWd should be maintained or regenerated.

•  the restoration of riparian and some floodplain vegetation in 
cleared areas should be a long-term objective.

•  restoring riparian vegetation, where it is disturbed or absent, 
will improve the conditions of the food chain in the river.

•  any willow colonisation should be managed to maintain 
natural channel form and stability. 

•  Stock access to streams should be minimised or curtailed 
through fencing of the riparian zone. this includes fencing of 
wetland or boggy areas adjacent to the don river. 

•  Sources of excess sedimentation (such as from un-made road 
crossings or eroding banks) need to be reduced wherever  
they occur. 
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3  WATER ENTITLEmENTS AND uSE



the yarra river catchment is capped at current entitlement levels 
and no new water entitlements are available. this cap applies to the 
little yarra and don river catchments also.  as such the only way to 
obtain a new or increased entitlement is through water trading.

LiCenCe tYPes

a licence is required to take and use water and is issued and 
managed by melbourne Water under section 51 of the act:

•  all-year licences are issued with conditions that allow 
pumping from a waterway, or harvesting water in a dam, 
during any month of the year.  all-year licences include 
irrigation, commercial and domestic and stock.

•  dam-filling (winterfill) licences are issued with conditions  
that allow filling of dams during the dam-filling period  
(See Schedule 1), typically by pumping from a waterway or 
collecting water in the dam.

•  registration and farm dam licences were issued to people who 
were taking water from a catchment dam that was used for 
irrigation or commercial purposes in any year within the 10-year 
period prior to 4 april 2002. registration licences are a subset of 
all-year licences in that water can be collected in any month.

Current water use

licences are issued for a term of three years and can be renewed 
prior to expiry. table 5 provides a summary of diversions in the 
little yarra river catchment and the don river catchment at  
July 2010. 

Table 5 – Water Entitlements in the Little Yarra and Don 
catchments (including farm dam registrations and licences)

Volume (mL)

Allocation Category Little Yarra Don

irrigation & commercial 859 105

Farm dam (registered) 216 1

Farm dam (licensed) 5 0

domestic and Stock & irrigation 24 23

domestic and Stock (licensed) 90 16

town Supply 163 0

Total Allocation 1357 145

derived from melbourne Water diversions database - correct as at 20.07.10

actual water use varies considerably between seasons/years and 
is dependent on climate, rainfall, stream flow, irrigation method 
and land use.

metering of all active irrigation and commercial surface water use 
licences 5ml and above has been introduced. this enables users 
to operate within their licence conditions and entitlements and 
provides water resource managers with improved knowledge of 
water use impacts on the environment.

water use not requiring  
a take and use LiCenCe

under section 8(1) of the act, water for domestic and stock use 
can be taken from a waterway without a licence, if a person has 
access to the waterway by a public road or road reserve, if the 
waterway flows through a person’s property or if the waterway 
immediately borders a person’s property and the bed and banks 
of the waterway remain the property of the crown. if a crown 
frontage or property owned by someone else exists between a 
person’s land and the waterway, a licence for domestic and stock 
use is required to take water from the waterway. the prescriptions 
of this plan do not apply to water for domestic and stock use 
taken in accordance with section 8(1) of the act.

smaLL CatChment dams

Small catchment dams are used to store water for both domestic 
and stock use and irrigation. there are 176 small catchment  
dams in the little yarra and don river catchments with a total 
estimated volume of 509 ml (26 ml in the don catchment and 
482 ml in the little yarra catchment) (Skm, 2009).  
the distribution of small catchment dams in the little yarra and 
don river catchments is shown in Figure 8. 
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dairY wash LiCenCes

historically, water used to wash down farm dairies was estimated 
to be relatively small. in most instances, section 51 licence 
volumes were below the actual volumes used or no licence 
existed as it was incorrectly assumed the water was being taken 
in accordance with section 8(1) of the act.  this position 
represents a historical inconsistency between policy and 
accounting for actual dairy wash use.

to address this issue, a state-wide transition program was 
implemented. the dairy shed water licence transition program 
required dairy farmers without a section 51 licence or with a 
section 51 licence that did not sufficiently represent their current 
water use, to apply for a new licence or amend an existing licence 
to reflect their actual water demands.  the amnesty under this 
program ended on 26 april 2010.  all licences are expected to be 
issued under the program before the end of 2011.

an order declaring the surface water permissible consumptive 
volume (pcv) for the yarra basin was made in 2010 (See also 
Section 6).  this order declares that the pcv in the yarra basin is 
435,982 ml plus the volume that may be taken under any licence 
issued or amended or to be issued or amended under section 51 
of the act in the yarra basin to take and use water for the 
purposes of dairy shed cleaning. 

figure 8 – Location of farm Dams in Little Yarra and Don Catchments

3  WATER ENTITLEmENTS AND uSE



4  ObjECT Of 
ThIS PLAN

5  ADmINISTRATION 
AND  
ENfORCEmENT  
Of ThIS PLAN

15

this plan is a legal document prepared under the act.  
the general object of the plan prescribed by section 32a(1)  
of the act is “to make sure that the water resources of the  
Water Supply protection area are managed in an equitable 
manner and so as to ensure the long-term sustainability of  
those resources”.

the consultative committee developed more specific objectives 
for their catchments. these are:

•  to maintain the existing species diversity and populations of 
native aquatic species and, where possible, provide conditions 
that will encourage recolonisation by historic aquatic species

•  to help improve water quality in accordance with the  
Sepp (Waters of victoria) Schedule 7 - Waters of the yarra 
catchment

•  to clearly define water availability and access

•  to establish clear water trading rules that provide for the 
protection of the environmental flows in the waterways and 
the water needs of water users

•  to identify areas of limited knowledge and/or understanding 
to more adequately inform future plan development and 
review. including but not limited to groundwater, logging and 
domestic and stock use in the little yarra and don catchments

•  to improve monitoring and metering in order to more 
accurately and sustainably manage waterways.

melbourne Water corporation has the duty of administering and 
enforcing this plan. it is responsible for ensuring that:

• the metering and monitoring program is undertaken;

•  licence holders comply with rosters, restrictions and licence 
conditions;

• licences are issued with appropriate licence conditions; and

• illegal water use does not occur.
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6  RESTRICTIONS ON TAkINg 
SuRfACE WATER



TOTAL LICENSED  
ENTITLEmENT LImIT

a pcv was first declared for the whole of the yarra basin in 
november 2006.  a permissible consumptive volume is the limit 
for the total volume of surface water that may be taken from the 
area (whether for use in the area or elsewhere) under the act or 
any other act during a specified period. this plan is able to make 
further prescriptions on the amount of water that can be 
extracted from the little yarra and don rivers. under the plan  
this amount of water is defined as licensed entitlement limit.  
the consultative committee reviewed two approaches for setting 
licensed entitlement limits:

1.  Setting an annual licensed entitlement limit – this approach 
sets a total annual licensed entitlement limit in the catchment 
for all types of licences.

2.  Setting both an all year and a winter fill licensed entitlement 
limit – this approach sets two licensed entitlement limits,  
one for licences that can take water at any time during the 
year and another limit for the discrete winter fill period where 
licence holders can only take water during the defined winter 
fill months.

in the review of the two approaches, the objectives of this plan 
(See Section 4) were considered, with particular reference to:

•  to maintain the existing species diversity and populations of 
native aquatic species and, where possible, provide conditions 
that will encourage recolonisation by historic aquatic species;

•  to help improve water quality in accordance with the  
Sepp (Waters of victoria) Schedule 7 - Waters of the yarra 
catchment;

• to clearly define water availability and access;

•  to establish clear water trading rules that provide for the 
protection of the environmental flows in the waterways and 
the water needs of water users.

in addition, modelling was completed to assess the total volume 
of surface water available under current management and the 
recommended environmental flow regime to determine 
appropriate licence entitlement limits. this information was 
considered by the consultative committee to determine the best 
approach for each of the catchments and is described below.

LittLe Yarra river

the modelling incorporated full environmental flow requirements 
and current entitlement demands (assuming full uptake of 
current licences). this approach ensures that all environmental 
flow objectives are to be met and current reliability for existing 
entitlements (including sleeper licences) is maintained.

the little yarra catchment has a current annual entitlement  
of 1,357 ml. this represents the total volume of water that can 
be taken during each year (including winter fill). current reliability 
for the little yarra river is shown in table 6. to assess reliability  
a criteria of 80% has been adopted historically as a reasonable 
estimate of reliability in unregulated rivers where supply of water 
depends solely on rainfall and natural river flows. modelling 
showed that diversion demands have less than 80% reliability 
both over the summer and winter months (meaning in less than 
80 out of 100 years the full demand of diverters will be met). 

Table 6 – Reliability of the Little Yarra River system (Skm, 2011)

Season Current reliability: 
Percentage of years 
with no shortfalls

Average Annual 
Shortfall volume 

(mL)

high flow season/Winter 
fill demand

45% 4

low flow season/Summer 
demand

41% 101

annual (all year includes 
all year and winter fill 
demands)

25% 106

table 6 shows the percentage of years that there were no 
shortfalls in demands (full demand required is supplied by the 
river). the little yarra catchment can currently supply all  
demands in 25% of years, 41% of low flow seasons and 45%  
of high flow seasons.

under current inflows and demands, the little yarra river 
catchment can not deliver the environmental flow requirements 
and still meet the 80% reliability criteria on an annual basis.  
this is due to the nature of demands, as both the existing 
diversions and environment require access to water at the same 
time throughout the year. however, the average annual volume 
of shortfall is reasonably small therefore a small reduction of 
demands in the high flow seasons would allow 100% of restricted 
demands to be supplied (table 6).
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6  RESTRICTIONS ON TAkINg SuRfACE WATER

additional modelling was also completed that reassess the 
demand pattern of diverters. 

based on this analysis, the current level of entitlements is at or 
close to sustainable levels. this suggests that allowing an increase 
in entitlements in the catchment would result in an increased 
stress on the environment and reduced reliability of supply for 
existing diverters. the resulting outcome would not be consistent 
with the objectives of this plan. the consultative committee also 
considered adopting the second approach of both all year and 
winter fill allocation limits in the catchment. as there is higher 
demand on the little yarra river during the summer months,  
the consultative committee considered the need to set a winter 
fill cap in addition to an all year entitlement cap to protect the 
catchment not only from an increase to demands in summer  
but unsustainable increase to winter demands.

additional modelling was also undertaken to assess alternative 
winter fill demand patterns in the catchment and whether this 
improved the potential for development. this modelling showed 
that the catchment stream flows could support further 
development if demand patterns were changed in the model.  
the consultative committee considered these results and  
agreed there was potential for further winter fill development  
in the catchment.   

after consideration of both modelling approaches, the 
consultative committee recommends adopting an annual 
entitlement limit for the following reasons:

•  reliability in summer is significantly lower than in the winter 
months. it is also the time of year that the environment 
experiences the most stress due to low flows.

•  the consultative committee supports shifting demand from 
summer to winter months where possible. Setting a winter fill 
limit will restrict this flexibility. therefore, an annual 
entitlement cap maintains flexibility in managing the system 
while ensuring extraction is set at a sustainable level. 

•  the consultative committee believe there is an existing ability 
to develop under current allocations through trading. 

•  the consultative committee also noted the current limited 
knowledge of seasonal variability in streamflow and the 
resulting uncertainty with climate variability and when water 
may be available for use in any one year. allowing flexibility in 
the timing that water is accessed is required to balance the 
needs of the environment with licensed diverter needs. adopting 
an entitlement limit for all licence types provides flexibility 
through transfers of licences while balancing these needs.

•  the consultative committee acknowledges there is limited 
potential for further large scale irrigation development in little 
yarra catchment due to other land use constraints (for 
example planning scheme regulations, property size and 
changing land use in the region). licence transfer rules 
developed under this plan are consistent with this approach 
(Section 7). it is a requirement of all licence transfers that 
melbourne Water assess impacts of a transfer on the 
environment and other users.

the consultative committee recommends the implementation  
of an annual entitlement limit at the current level of 
entitlements, 1,357 ml. the consultative committee recommends 
that the entitlement limit be reassessed at the five year review  
to determine the risk to the environment and security of supply.  
the review should assess if the entitlement limit is adequate to 
support the level of development experienced throughout the 
duration of the plan.

don river

the same approach was taken in modelling the amount of  
water that can be extracted from the don river. the modelling 
incorporated full environmental flow requirements and current 
entitlements demand (assuming full uptake of current licences). 
this ensures that all environmental flow objectives are to be met 
and current reliability for existing entitlements (including sleeper 
licences) is maintained.

the don catchment has a current annual entitlement of 145 ml. 
this represents the total volume of water that can be taken 
during each year (including winter fill). the don catchment can 
currently supply all demands in 5% of years, 20% of low flow 
seasons and 11% of high flow seasons (table 7). these results are 
based on modelled flow as there is no gauge currently on the 
don river system. modelling using different assumptions for 
winter fill demand indicated the catchment could support further 
development in winter.

however, as there was limited gauged data for the don river,  
the consultative committee adopted a precautionary approach 
until more data was available. 

Table 7 – Reliability of the Don River system (Skm, 2011)

Season Reliability: 
Percentage of years 
with no shortfalls

Average Annual 
Shortfall volume 

(mL)

high flow season/Winter 
fill demand

11% 5

low flow season/Summer 
demand

20% 6

annual (all year includes 
all year and winter fill 
demands)

5% 9

as noted in Section 2, recent water use in the don catchment  
has been significantly less than the current entitlement limit.  
the consultative committee acknowledges there is limited 
potential to increase demand due to other land use constraints 
(for example planning scheme regulations, property size and 
changing land use in the region). as a result the consultative 
committee acknowledges the catchment is limited by land use 
rather than reliability of supply to diverters.

the consultative committee recommends the implementation  
of an annual entitlement limit at the current level of 
entitlements, 145 ml. the consultative committee recommends 
that the entitlement limit be reassessed at the five year review  
to determine the risk to the environment and security of supply. 
due to the limited gauge data on the don river it is further 
recommended that no new diversion licences be granted in the 
catchment prior to this review, even if some of the existing 
entitlements are traded out of the catchment.
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PRESCRIPTION 1: 
PROhIbITIONS ON gRANTINg NEW LICENCES

Section 32a(3)(d) of the act allows for a management plan 
to prescribe restrictions or prohibitions on the issue of 
licences under section 51 or 67.

1.1  melbourne Water must refuse an application under 
section 51(1)(a) or (ba) of the act if this will or may 
cause the total volume of water taken in any year 
under all licences to exceed:

 a.   the permissible consumptive volume declared for 
the yarra basin; or

  b. 1,357 ml in the little yarra river catchment; or

  c. 145 ml in the don river catchment.

1.2  the above prescription applies except where 
melbourne Water renews a surface water licence that 
authorises the use of surface water in accordance with 
any state-wide policy approved by the minister, and 
the permissible consumptive volume and total 
catchment licence volumes are deemed to be adjusted 
by any additional volume of surface water authorised 
under the renewed licence.

ROSTERINg AND RESTRICTIONS

during periods of low stream flow, rosters or restrictions on water 
extraction may be used at any time throughout the year to share 
available flows or to protect environmental flows. in the little 
yarra river catchment licences are managed during periods of 
reduced flow using a staged approach with the introduction of 
restrictions (reduced hours of pumping and rosters) followed by 
bans if flows decline further. For the don river catchment, bans 
are introduced directly once trigger levels are reached. at present, 
restrictions are introduced in the little yarra river when the 
seven-day rolling flow average at the little yarra river gauge 
(229214) is 60ml/day or less (table 8). bans on diversions from 
both the little yarra and don rivers are currently introduced 
when the seven-day rolling flow average at the little yarra river 
gauge (229214) is 35ml/ day or less.

it is recommended that the cease to divert trigger continues to 
be implemented using a seven-day rolling average. this helps to 
meet the environmental flow recommendations, by ensuring  
that the first high flow in the transitional or high flow season is 
preserved to provide spawning and migration cues for fish.

the winter-fill period for the little yarra river and don river 
under this plan is 1 July to 30 november (see Schedule 1).   
this allows five months for diverters with a winter-fill licence to 
meet their demand, while balancing the needs of the 
environment, by reducing demand during the summer period.

Table 8 – Drought Response Plan Trigger levels for licensed diverter  
restrictions and bans in the Little Yarra (melbourne Water, 2007)

Restriction 
Level

Little Yarra River at Yarra 
junction (gauge 229214)

Low and high flow Trigger 
(7-day rolling average 

 mL/day)

Details of Water Restrictions

Licence Type Low flow Period  
(1 nov – 30 Jun)

high flow Period  
(1 Jul – 31 oct)

restriction   60 direct irrigation diversions limited to maximum  
7 hours between 6am-9am and 

6pm-10pm on allotted group day 

diversions limited to maximum  
7 hours between 6am-9am and 

6pm-10pm on any day

industrial volume diverted to be reduced  
by 50%

volume to be diverted to be 
reduced by 25%

Stock and domestic pumping banned if alternative 
supply available

not restricted

Winterfill  
(on and off-stream)

refilling of storages is banned dam filling limited to maximum 
four hours per day (8 am - 12pm)

ban 35 all diversions and refilling banned diversions and refilling banned
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6  RESTRICTIONS ON TAkINg SuRfACE WATER

CEASE TO DIVERT TRIggERS  
TO PROTECT ENVIRONmENTAL 
fLOWS

LittLe Yarra river

the consultative committee acknowledges that the minimum 
environmental flow recommendation is 42ml/day.  
the consultative committee proposes that the triggers on the 
little yarra river be set at 39ml/day on the endorsement of this 
plan for five years, and be then subject to review (table 9).

prescription 6 and Schedule 1 provide details about how these 
minimum environmental flows will be administered. 

don river

the recommended minimum environmental flows for the don 
river of 3 ml/day (dec – Jun) and 10 ml/day (Jul – nov) will be 
implemented following the approval of the plan (table 10).  
the proposed trigger levels for the don river should be reviewed 
after five years with reference to any gauge data. 

Table 10 – Proposed ban trigger levels for the Don River Catchment

Proposed ban Trigger levels 
(7-day rolling average ml/day)

Licence Type Low flow Period  
(1 december – 30 June)

high flow Period  
(1 July – 30 november)

all 3 ml/day 10 ml/day 

prescription 6 and Schedule 1 provide details about how these 
minimum environmental flows will be administered.

Table 9 – Recommended ban and restriction trigger flows for the Little Yarra River catchment 

Restriction 
Level

Little Yarra River at Yarra 
junction (gauge 229214)

Low and high flow Trigger 
(7-day rolling average 

 mL/day)

Details of Water Restrictions

Licence Type Low flow Period  
(1 december – 30 June)

high flow Period  
(1 July – 30 november)

restriction   60 direct irrigation diversions limited to maximum  
7 hours between 6am-9am and 

6pm-10pm on allotted group day  
or by agreement with 

diversions limited to maximum  
7 hours between 6am-9am and 

6pm-10pm on any day

industrial volume diverted to be reduced  
by 50%

volume to be diverted to be 
reduced by 25%

Stock and domestic pumping banned if alternative 
supply available

not restricted

Winterfill  
(on and off-stream)

refilling of storages is banned dam filling limited to maximum 
four hours per day (8 am - 12pm)

ban 39 all diversions and refilling banned diversions and refilling banned

PRESCRIPTION 2: ROSTERINg AND RESTRICTIONS

Section 32a(3)(g) of the act allows for a management plan to prescribe restrictions to be imposed on the taking of surface water at 
any locations specified in the area, if necessary to ensure that – (i) specified flows at any particular time or for any particular 
circumstances are maintained; or (ii) the permissible consumptive volume for the area is not exceeded; or (iii) the environmental water 
reserve is maintained in accordance with the environmental water reserve objective.

melbourne Water may prepare and implement rosters or restrictions to specify a maximum volume or percentage allocation of water 
that a licensee may take or use on any rostered day (or lesser roster period). in developing rosters or restrictions melbourne Water 
must have regard to:

(i)  the relative requirements of different crops and other uses of land for water;

(ii)  differences between types of licence, maximum volumes which may be taken under licences, and pumping capacities; and

(iii)  the need for all licensees to have fair and reasonable access to available water, given the matters referred to in subparagraphs  
(i) and (ii) above.

2.1  the rostering and restrictions arrangements for the little yarra river will remain as outlined in melbourne Water’s drought 
response plan (melbourne Water, 2007). to enable efficient use, individual rostering times can be altered as agreed to with 
melbourne Water. the rostering and restrictions for the little yarra river are – a maximum of 7 hours between 6am & 9am and 
6pm & 10pm on allotted group days, or as agreed with melbourne Water.

2.2  the don river does not currently have any rostering and restriction arrangements in place. however as noted above, melbourne 
Water may prepare and implement rosters and/or restrictions if required, whilst having regard to points (i), (ii) and (iii) above.
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RATIONALE fOR ThE 
RESTRICTIONS

in 2004 Sinclair knight merz (Skm) completed a water resource 
allocation model of the little yarra and don rivers titled 
estimation of Stream flow and demand data and development 
of a realm model of little yarra and don river catchments.  
this report provided baseline data for an environmental flows 
study of the little yarra and don rivers. the little yarra and  
don rivers environmental Flow technical panel (dave crook,  
tim doeg, geoff vietz and matt White) completed the report 
titled environmental Flow determination For the little yarra and 
don rivers: Final recommendations in 2004.

this assessment provided the recommendations for 
environmental flows in order to meet the following 
environmental management objectives derived specifically for 
the little yarra and don rivers:

•  maintain or improve channel form and process for ecological 
benefit,

•  maintain or restore self-sustaining populations of the major 
fish species in the systems, 

•  maintain or improve macro-invertebrate communities to meet 
State environmental protection policy Schedule F7 guidelines,

•  maintain extant and restore degraded riparian and floodplain 
vegetation, and

•  maintain flow conditions suitable for platypus in the little 
yarra river

the minimum environmental flow of 42 ml/d (35 ml/d at 
representative site) for the little yarra river was recommended as 
this is the minimum volume which meets the following 
environmental requirements:

•  provides at least 50% of the width of deep pool areas with 
depths over 50cm, primarily for larger river blackfish, 

•  provides at least some water deeper than 20cm in other areas, 
for small fish species, and

•  completely cover the sand bed of the stream to any depth 
(both for macroinvertebrates and plants growing at the edge 
of the stream).

the minimum environmental flow of 3 ml/d (dec to Jun) and 10 
ml/d (Jul to nov) for the don river was recommended as this is 
the minimum volume which meets the following environmental 
requirements:

•  provide at least 50% of the width of deep pool areas with 
depth over 40cm, for river blackfish and other smaller fish, 

• provide water depths up to 10cm in riffle areas, and

•  completely cover the bed of the stream to any depth  
(both for macroinvertebrates and plants growing at the edge 
of the stream).

POTENTIAL ImPACTS Of 
ImPLEmENTINg 
ENVIRONmENTAL fLOWS  
ON DIVERTERS

the potential impacts to diverters of implementing the 
recommended environmental flows vary depending on whether  
it is a wet, dry or average year. the consultative committee 
reviewed several trigger scenarios under these three climatic 
conditions.

LittLe Yarra river

in an average year (see Figure 9) there is no difference to the 
number of days on ban or restriction under all trigger level 
scenarios. under all trigger levels 93% of days are unrestricted 
and 7% of days are restricted.

figure 9 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under four different cease to divert triggers (35, 37, 39 & 42mL/
day), in an average year (1978-79).

in a dry year (2006/07 - driest year on record) (see Figure 10) all 
three trigger levels (37, 39 & 42ml/day) produce slightly different 
levels of bans and restrictions than under the current trigger level 
(35ml/day). under the current scenario 64% of days are on ban, 
22% of days are on restrictions and 14% of days are unrestricted. 
under the 37ml/day trigger level there is a 2% shift of days from 
restriction (20%) to ban (66%) compared with the current levels. 

under 39ml/day trigger levels there is a 4% shift of days from 
restriction (18%) to ban (68%). under the 42ml/d trigger levels; 
there is a 5% increase in the days on ban (69%) and a 5% 
decrease in the days on restriction (17%). in this scenario, the 
annual increase occurs during the summer months (when water 
is in greatest demand), restricting access to water for longer 
periods than under the other ban level scenarios.  under all four 
trigger levels 14% of days remain unrestricted. 
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figure 10 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under four different cease to divert triggers (35, 37, 39 & 42mL/
day), in a dry year (2006-07).

in a wet year (1993-94 wettest year on record) (see Figure 11) 
there is no difference to the number of days on ban or restriction 
under all trigger level scenarios. under all trigger levels 100% of 
days are unrestricted.

figure 11 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under four different cease to divert triggers (35, 37, 39 & 42mL/
day), in a wet year (1993-94).

Further hydraulic modelling was undertaken to assess the 
implications of implementing 39ml/day against the 
environmental criteria. a flow of 39 ml/d for the little yarra river 
meets the following environmental requirements:

•  provides at least some water deeper than 20cm in other areas, 
for small fish species, and

•  completely cover the sand bed of the stream to any depth 
(both for macroinvertebrates and plants growing at the edge 
of the steam).

however a flow of 39 ml/d provides at least 42% of the width  
of deep pool areas with depths over 50cm. in comparison to 
42ml/day which provides at least 50% of the width of all 
modelled deep pool areas with depths over 50cm (table 11). 

Table 11 – hydraulic modelling results at deep pool locations.  

flow at  
gauge site

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3

max. 
depth 
(cm)

%  
> 50 cm

max. 
depth 
(cm)

%  
> 50 cm

max. 
depth 
(cm)

%  
> 50 cm

39 ml/day 67 51 59 42 85 52

42ml/day 71 53 64 50 89 53

as shown above, an increase to the cease to divert threshold is 
likely to only impact diverters in dry years. the consultative 
committee recognise there have been several consecutive dry 
years recently. it is proposed to increase the trigger level to 39ml/
day for the duration of the plan until review. a cease to divert 
flow of 39ml/day was adopted as a compromise between the 
impact on diverters’ reliability of supply and on the environment. 

don river

under the proposed cease to divert trigger levels (3ml/day 
dec-Jun, 10ml/d Jul-nov), there would be changes to the number 
of days and the times of the year when it is possible to divert 
water from the river. the proposed trigger levels require a flow 
gauge to be installed in the don river, as currently the don river 
is administered using the little yarra river flow gauge (229214).

figure 12 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under the current (35mL/d - Little Yarra River gauge) and proposed 
trigger levels (Dec –jun 3mL/day, jul –Nov 10mL/ day – Don gauge) 
in an average year (1966-67).
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in an average year (1966-67) the percentage of days on ban 
would increase from 0% to 12% under the proposed trigger 
levels. all of these bans would occur during the high flow period 
(Jul-nov) when demand is generally low.

in the driest year on record (2006-07) the percentage of days on 
ban would increase from 64% to 75% under the proposed trigger 
levels. although there is an overall increase in the percentage of 
days on ban, there is actually a reduction in the percentage of 
days on ban during the low-flow season (dec-Jun) when demand 
is greatest. all of the increase in bans would occur during the high 
flow period (Jul-nov) when demand is generally low.

figure 13 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under the current (35mL/d - Little Yarra River gauge) and proposed 
trigger levels (Dec –jun 3mL/day, jul –Nov 10mL/ day – Don gauge) 
in a dry year (2006-07).

Table 12 – Days on ban in the Don River in a Dry Year (2006-07) 
under the proposed trigger levels

Low flow  
(dec - Jun)

high flow  
(Jul - nov)

All year

3 mL/day 10 mL/day 

ban

days / % 98 54% 174 95% 272 75%

unrestricted

days / % 84 46% 9 5% 93 25%

figure 14 – A comparison of the availability of water for diversions 
under the current (35mL/d - Little Yarra River gauge) and proposed 
trigger levels (Dec –jun 3mL/day, jul –Nov 10mL/ day – Don gauge) 
in a wet year (1974-75).

From the graphs (Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14) it appears that 
under the proposed trigger levels don river diverters would have 
the number of days it is possible to divert reduced under all 
scenarios. While this is true, changes in the timing of the diversion 
bans mean that more water is likely to be available in the low 
flow season when demand is greatest. the trigger levels for the 
don river are different for the low-flow (3 ml/day dec-Jun) and 
high-flow (10 ml/d Jul-nov) seasons. the projected increase in 
the number of days on ban is almost all in the high flow season 
(Jul-nov) when demand is very limited (see table 11).

in the driest year on record (2006/07) and under the current 
cease to divert trigger (35 ml/d little yarra river gauge),  
the don river was on ban for 233 days (64%) over the whole 
year. an important point to note is that diverters would have 
been on ban for almost the entire low flow season (dec-Jun) 
when demand is greatest. in the driest year on record (2006/07) 
and under the proposed cease to divert trigger (3ml/day dec-Jun, 
10ml/d Jul-nov), the don river would have been on ban for  
272 days (75%) over the whole year.

however under the proposed triggers they would have only been 
on ban for 54% days in the low-flow season, when demand is 
highest. thus while the overall number of days on ban would 
increase, the number of days on ban during the low flow period 
(dec-Jun) would decrease substantially. thus under the proposed 
trigger levels, in dry years don diverters will have greater access 
to water during the low-flow season (dec-Jun), when demand is 
highest and reduced access to water during the high-flow season 
(Jul-nov) when demand is generally low. in both average and dry 
years, there is a reduction in the number of days it is possible for 
don river diverters to divert water during the high-flow season 
(Jul-nov), but no change in their ability to divert water during the 
low-flow season (dec-Jun).
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7 LICENCE TRANSfERS



under the act, no permanent transfer of a licence into or within a 
Water Supply protection area is possible until a draft management 
plan has been approved by the minister. on approval of the 
management plan, transfer of licences is permitted consistent with  
the prescriptions of the plan. the prescriptions should be consistent 
with the guidelines for licence transfers in the policies for managing 
take and use licences (vic govt 2009).

Section 62 of the act allows licences to be transferred (traded) 
following approval by melbourne Water. licences can be transferred  
on the sale of the property or can be transferred to the owners of  
other land within the protection area. licences can be transferred 
permanently, or temporarily for the remaining months of the  
financial year.

Water licence transfers promote water use efficiency by establishing a 
market to sell unused allocations and provide access to water if no 
more new licences are being issued. however, water transfers also have 
the potential to increase the overall water use, as unused licences 
become active. When considering an application to transfer a licence, 
melbourne Water is required under Section 62(5) of the act to consider 
any adverse effect that the transfer may have on existing users or on 
the environment.

the maximum volume of a transferred licence will be determined by 
melbourne Water after considering the volume of water available at 
the new location, and the water needs of existing licence holders and 
the environment at that location.

melbourne Water may, or may not, alter the licence conditions of a 
transferred licence depending on whether the location of the licence 
changes as a result of the transfer. in other words, a licence that is 
transferred from one person to another but is still being used at the 
same location may not need to have its conditions changed. this may 
occur if a farm is sold to another person and actual farming activity 
continues without change.

under this plan, large diversion licence holders are encouraged to 
permanently trade all or part of their licence out of the don river 
catchment. don catchment supports high environmental values and has 
excellent stream health. based on this, the consultative committee 
recommends reducing demand in the catchment over time to protect 
the health of the waterway. as such, no trades into the don river 
catchment will be allowed for the duration of the plan.

Within the little yarra catchment Slaty creek is considered to be an 
area of high water demand. the current total allocation in Slaty creek 
and tributaries is 196ml held under 22 licences. this represents  
41 percent of all diverters in britannia creek and lower little yarra river 
catchment yet the Slaty catchment only comprises of 21% of the 
catchment area. using realm demand modelling in this catchment 
suggests a target cap of 130ml should be adopted to improve 
reliability for all water users including the environment.  
the consultative committee recommends a target cap is set at 130ml 
to reduce allocations in the Slaty creek catchment over time.
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PRESCRIPTION 3: TRANSfERRINg LICENCES

Section 32a(3)(d) of the act allows for a management plan to 
prescribe conditions to which licences issued under section 51  
to take and use surface water and transferred under section 62, 
are to be subject, including a condition relating to the maximum 
volume of water which may be taken and used under the 
transferred licence.

3.1  melbourne Water must refuse an application made under 
section 62(3) of the act to permanently or temporarily 
transfer a licence if this will cause the limits referred to in 
prescription 1 to be exceeded.

3.2  melbourne Water may approve an application made under 
section 62(3) of the act to permanently transfer a licence 
into or within the little yarra river catchment provided that:

  (a)   the limits referred to in prescription 1 are not exceeded; 
and

  (b)   any licence traded into the little yarra river catchment 
is converted to winter-fill; and

  (c)   all licences traded upstream are converted to winter-fill; 
and

  (d)   all licences traded downstream within the catchment 
retain their volume and take period; and

  (e)  any licence traded into or within the Slaty creek 
sub-catchment is subject to the total licence allocation 
in the Slaty creek sub-catchment not exceeding 130 ml.

3.3  melbourne Water may approve an application made under 
Section 62(3) of the act to permanently transfer a licence 
within the don river catchment provided that:

  (a)  the limits referred to in prescription 1 are not exceeded; 
and

  (b)  For all-year licences traded upstream, the applicant 
provides a flow assessment, using the FloWS method, 
which indicates there is no impact to other diverters or 
the environment as a consequence of the transfer; and

  (c)  licences traded downstream retain their volume and 
take period.

3.4  no trades will be permitted into the don catchment for the 
duration of this plan.

3.5  melbourne Water may grant an application made under 
section 62(3) to temporarily transfer a licence for up to  
1 year, provided the application meets the relevant 
prescriptions 3.1-3.4.
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8  RESTRICTIONS 
AND  
PROhIbITIONS 
ON ThE ISSuE 
Of LICENCES

9  mETERINg AND 
ACCOuNTINg  
fOR WATER

restrictions and/or prohibitions are proposed for section 51 
licences to take and use water and for section 67 licences to 
construct works.

prescriptions relating to the licences to take and use water 
granted under section 51 of the act:

• prescription 1 – prohibitions on granting new licences,

• prescription 2 – rostering and restrictions,

• prescription 3 – transferring licences, and

•  prescription 6 – licence conditions. prescriptions relating to 
the licences to construct works granted under section 67 of 
the act:

•  prescription 5 – new dams, aesthetic dams and dams on 
Subdivisions

effective water resource management relies upon information 
about water usage patterns and volumes. this information will be 
collected by metering extractions. melbourne Water will install 
meters to measure any water that is taken under licence.  
meters are not required for licences less than 5ml in volume or 
for licences that are inactive. most licences have already been 
metered.

melbourne Water must read all-year licence meters annually. 
melbourne Water must read dam-filling (winter-fill) licence 
meters before 1 July and after 30 november in both the little 
yarra river and don river catchments. metering is also covered 
below under prescription 4 – metering and monitoring.
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10  mONITORINg 
PROgRAm

during the implementation of the plan, information will be 
collected to allow a meaningful review of its effectiveness in 
meeting its objectives. Whilst it is important to measure the 
success of the plan against its objectives, it is also important to 
keep in mind that environmental change may be incremental and 
cumulative. therefore, short term monitoring may not identify any 
significant changes to stream health over the five-year period.

melbourne Water currently monitors stream health across the 
yarra basin by undertaking water quality, macro-invertebrate,  
fish and geomorphological studies.

information on the health of the don and little yarra rivers will 
be incorporated into existing melbourne Water programs. data 
collected by metering and stream flow gauging will also be an 
integral part of the monitoring program. the monitoring program 
should collect data to:
• confirm assumptions about water use,
• assess in-stream environmental health, and
• assess whether the plan is protecting the environmental flows.

melbourne Water will not attempt to demonstrate any ecological 
improvements from the implementation of the environmental 
flows.

there are two stream flow gauges located in the little yarra and 
don catchments. the little yarra river gauge (229214) is located 
at lowes road near the Warburton highway. the don river gauge 
(229220b) is located at dalry road, launching place and was 
installed in September 2011 (Figure 15).  

the data collected from the don river gauge will be used for 
compliance and to inform other projects. melbourne Water will 
fund ongoing maintenance and associated renewal costs of the 
gauge. For both gauges licence holders contribute to the ongoing 
cost through payment of their diversion licence fees.

PRESCRIPTION 4: mETERINg AND mONITORINg

Section 32a(3)(a) of the act allows management plans to 
prescribe requirements for metering and monitoring.

4.1  melbourne Water must:

  (a)   meter all licences over 5 ml, excluding registration 
licences,

  (b)  read meters and store metering information, and

  (c)   read meters at the start and end of each licence period.

4.2  melbourne Water must:

  (a)   continuously record and store information on the flows 
at the little yarra river gauge (229214) and don river 
gauge (229220b),

  (b)   periodically inspect the condition of each gauging 
station,

  (c)   maintain each gauging station in good condition, and

  (d)   keep a record of each inspection and work undertaken 
under paragraph (b) or (c).

figure 15 – Little Yarra River Lowes Road Stream flow gauge 
(229214) and Don River Dalry Road Stream flow gauge (229220b)
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11 PRIVATE DAmS



there are a number of private dams throughout both the little 
yarra river and don river catchments. there are several different 
types of dams in the two catchments:
• on-stream dams,
• off-stream dams,
• registered and licensed catchment dams, and
•  unregistered and unlicensed catchment dams, including 

aesthetic dams.

in a 2002 study, it was found that as a result of existing 
catchment dam development in the little yarra catchment,  
dry spells are lasting significantly longer than they would have 
naturally (egis 2002).

ON-STREAm DAmS

there are a number of on-stream dams in the little yarra river 
catchment, including a 2000ml private dam on Saxton creek 
(egis 2002). the State rivers and Water Supply commission 
originally encouraged the building of on-stream dams as  
pumping points for irrigators. however, we are now aware of the 
environmental effects of these dams, and do not want more 
dams built across waterways. therefore no new dams on 
waterways will be permitted.

the definition of a waterway is included in the act and by 
convention is applied to any drainage line with a catchment 
above it of 60 hectares or greater.

a licence is required to harvest water for commercial or irrigation 
purposes in a dam, regardless of whether it is on or off a 
waterway. however under this plan, no new dams on waterways 
may be licensed as the environmental impacts are too great. 

Off-STREAm DAmS

this plan seeks to encourage existing licensed diverters to 
construct off-stream dams in suitable areas away from 
waterways. this is being encouraged in an attempt to reduce the 
demand during the low-flow summer months, when the rivers 
are under most stress. by building off-stream dams existing 
diverters can convert to winter-fill licences from all-year licences 
and fill their dam up over the high flow period instead. diverters 
who change to winter-fill are also likely to increase their reliability 
of supply. the consultative committee supports existing diverters 
changing from all-year licences to winter-fill licences through 

building appropriately positioned (i.e. not on a waterway or 
significant drainage line) off-stream storage. melbourne Water is 
working with the Shire of yarra ranges to try and support where 
appropriate, the building of off-stream dams for existing licensees 
changing to winter-fill licences. the Shire of yarra ranges will 
consider catchment and stream health when assessing 
applications for the construction of appropriately located 
off-stream storages.

REgISTERED AND LICENSED  
CATChmENT DAmS

a catchment dam is one which predominantly harvests water 
from rainfall runoff events from other than a defined waterway. 
dams were registered and licences issued to people who were 
taking water from a catchment dam that was used for irrigation 
or commercial purposes in any year within the 10-year period 
prior to 4 april 2002. registration licences are a subset of all-year 
licences in that water can be collected in any month. any new 
catchment dams for irrigation or commercial use are required to 
purchase an equivalent volume of water from an existing licence 
holder. all new catchment dams will be licensed as winter fill  
(see Schedule 1) and will require some sort of diversion 
mechanism around the dam to avoid harvesting water outside  
of the winter fill take period.

Table 13 – farm Dam Numbers and Volumes in the  
Little Yarra River and Don River catchments

Little Yarra River Don River

Number of 
Licences

Volume of 
Licences 

(mL/year)

Number of 
Licences

Volume of 
Licences 

(mL/year)

Farm dam 
licence

1 5 0 0

Farm dam 
registration

15 216 1 1

derived from melbourne Water diversions database - correct as at 20.07.10

all of the dams in the above table are currently being or have 
been used for irrigation. note that registered farm dams are not 
subject to the prescriptions in this plan.
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uNREgISTERED AND 
uNLICENSED CATChmENT DAmS, 
INCLuDINg AESThETIC DAmS

there are also a number of catchment dams in both the little 
yarra river and don river that are not registered or licensed.  
the total number and volume of unlicensed catchment dams 
within the little yarra river was found to be 158 dams with an 
approximate volume of 351ml (egis 2002).

it is estimated that these unlicensed dams have reduced the 
annual flow by approximately 700ml (1.4% of annual 
stream-flow) (egis 2002). catchment dams have the greatest 
impact on stream-flow over the dry summer months. 

during January and February, catchment dams typically harvest 
over 100ml per month, dropping down to less than 30ml from 
June to august (egis 2002).

existing aesthetic dams do not need a licence to take and use 
water, yet they can still capture significant volumes of water.  
as water is lost from the dams through evaporation, and  
replaced by rainfall, they can impact on the availability of water 
downstream.

this plan bans the construction of any new aesthetic dams  
(see prescription 5) to be built in the catchments. 

DAmS ON SubDIVISIONS

the subdivision of rural land may increase the number of dams, 
particularly domestic and stock dams, throughout the catchment. 
the act enables a management plan to limit the maximum 
volume of water retained in private dams on lots in a subdivision.

melbourne Water will liaise with the Shire of yarra ranges to 
encourage the Shire to have regard to these prescriptions of the 
plan when considering applications to subdivide land in the little 
yarra and don river catchments Water Supply protection areas. 

11 PRIVATE DAmS

PRESCRIPTION 5: NEW DAmS, AESThETIC DAmS AND 
DAmS ON SubDIVISIONS

Section 32a(3)(d) of the act allows for a management plan to 
prescribe prohibitions on the issue of licences under section 67. 
Section 32a(3)(c) of the act allows for a management plan to 
prescribe the requirements for the location, capacity and 
operation of private dams which are – (i) not licensed under 
section 51, and (ii) not for domestic and stock use. Section 32(3) 
(n) of the act allows for a management plan to prescribe the 
maximum volume of water that may be retained – (i) in each 
private dam on a particular lot in a plan of subdivision in the area 
concerned; or (ii) in all private dams in every lot in a plan of 
subdivision in the area concerned. Section 67 of the act allows 
melbourne Water to grant a licence to construct works etc. this 
includes operation of dams. Section 71 of the act empowers 
melbourne Water to set conditions for these licences.

5.1  melbourne Water must not issue any licence under  
section 67 of the act to construct a dam on a waterway.

5.2  the total volume of water that can be retained in domestic 
and stock dams on subdivided lots must not exceed the 
greater of:

  (a)  those dams that were there before the plan; or

  (b)   a volume that is reasonable to meet the domestic and 
stock water needs of the land prior to subdivision, 
calculated in accordance with approved guidelines.

once this limit is reached no additional water can be retained in 
additional domestic and stock dams 

5.3  melbourne Water must not issue any licence under  
section 67 to construct an aesthetic dam. 

5.4  For the purpose of clause 5.3., a dam is:

  (a)   deemed to be for aesthetic purposes if it is constructed 
after the commencement of this plan and is used for 
recreational purposes; but

  (b)  not deemed to be aesthetic if it is:

      (i)   constructed or used for domestic and stock and is a 
reasonable size for its intended use; or

      (ii)   designed specifically for environmental, rather than 
aesthetic or recreational purposes and is used for 
erosion control or biodiversity conservation 
purposes.
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12 LICENCE CONDITIONS

LICENSED WATER ALLOCATIONS

under section 51 of the act, a licence is generally required to take 
and use water. in the little yarra and don catchments licences are 
issued and managed by melbourne Water. 

•  all-year licences are issued with the conditions that allow 
pumping from a waterway, or harvesting water in a dam, 
during any month of the year. all-year licences include 
irrigation, domestic and stock and farm dam licences or 
registrations (table 5).

•  dam-filling (winter-fill) licences are issued with conditions 
that allow filling of dams during the dam-filling period (1 July 
to 30 november), typically by pumping from a waterway or 
collecting water in the dam.

•  registration licences were issued to people who were taking 
water from a catchment dam that was used for irrigation or 
commercial purposes in any year within the 10-year period 
prior to 4 april 2002. registration licences are a subset of 
all-year licences in that water can be collected in any month. 

ChANgES TO LICENCE 
CONDITIONS TO ImPLEmENT 
ThE ENVIRONmENTAL fLOW 
RECOmmENDATIONS 

the conditions of licences will be amended to ensure that they 
reflect the requirements of this plan.

licence conditions include a requirement to stop pumping water 
from the rivers during very low flows. these rules protect the 
environmental flows described in this plan. 

Schedule 1 outlines the conditions that will be placed on all 
licences. this plan comes into effect upon approval by the 
minister (see section 15), except for changes to licence conditions 
(schedule 1) which come into effect four months after the 
minister’s approval.

PRESCRIPTION 6: LICENCE CONDITIONS

Section 32a(3)(k) of the act allows for a management plan to 
prescribe conditions to which licences are issued under section 
51 are to be subject.

6.1  a licence granted under section 51 of the act is subject to 
each condition set out in Schedule 1 – licence conditions, 
in relation to that licence’s purpose. this includes 
restrictions on the taking of water in order to maintain 
minimum environmental flows in summer and winter as 
specified under licence conditions 1.2, 1.4, 1.5 & 1.6 of 
Schedule 1.
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13 ANNuAL REPORT

COmPLIANCE AND REPORTINg

the act states that an approved management plan is binding on 
every person including every statutory body. anyone who takes 
water without proper authorisation may be guilty of an offence 
under the act and be liable to prosecution. this may include 
anyone who takes water without a licence or who takes more 
water than the licence allows. licence holders are also required to 
comply with their licence conditions and licences can be revoked 
or not renewed if licence conditions are not complied with.

in accordance with section 32c of the act, melbourne Water is 
required to prepare an annual report on the implementation of 
the plan.

the report will be provided to the minister on or before  
30 September in each year. it will be made available to the public 
for inspection free of charge at the melbourne Water offices and 
on the internet. a notice will also be published in a local 
newspaper advising of the availability of the report at the time  
of its release.

PRESCRIPTION 7: ANNuAL REPORTINg 

Section 32c of the act requires that the authority that has the 
duty of administering and enforcing an approved management 
plan must prepare a report of its activities in relation to the plan.

7.1  as part of the annual report, melbourne Water should 
undertake an assessment of the following matters:

  (a)   changes to the level and type of development within 
the area including:

    (i) the extent of water usage resulting from transfers
    (ii) location and impact of new take and use licences

 (b)  Water usage information

 (c)   the effectiveness of management prescriptions in 
meeting the objectives of the plan including:

    (i) metering,
    (ii) Flow monitoring,
    (iii) restrictions and rosters

 (d)   including the details and findings of any relevant 
complementary works or studies (e.g. environmental 
studies) being undertaken in the catchments.

 (e)   any difficulties associated with, and progress towards, 
meeting environmental flows specified in the plan.

REVIEW Of ThE PLAN

melbourne Water must review the implementation and 
objectives of this plan five years after it commences; and 
thereafter, at intervals of no more than five years.  
melbourne Water must propose any consequential amendment 
(if any) to the minister. any amendment will require a review of 
all relevant information and consultation with all stakeholders. 
the act provides for the constitution and convening of a 
consultative committee to advise the minister on any proposed 
amendment and the process to be followed by the minister 
before approving it. the review of the plan may reconsider the 
total limit on allocations.

PRESCRIPTION 8: REVIEW Of PLAN 

Section 32a(3)(o) of the act allows for a management plan to 
prescribe any matter relevant to the object of the management 
plan or its implementation.

8.1  melbourne Water must:

  (a)  review the implementation and object of this plan:

      (i)  Five years after it commences; and

      (ii)   thereafter, at intervals of no more than five years; 
and

  (b)   assess the effectiveness of management prescriptions 
in meeting each of the objectives of the plan, as per 
Section 4 of this plan.

  (c)   propose any consequential amendment (if any) to  
the minister.
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14  COmmENTS bY ThE 
CONSuLTATIVE COmmITTEE

fLOW gAugE fOR DON RIVER

the consultative committee requested that a flow gauge be 
installed on the don river, so that the don river environmental 
flows can be monitored and implemented independently.  
the little yarra river flow gauge (229214) was used to monitor 
and implement flows for both rivers. this situation is less than 
ideal, as there is the real possibility of stream flows being below 
the cease to divert trigger in the don river, but diverters still 
being able to divert, as the flow is still above the cease to divert 
trigger in the little yarra river.

the little yarra and don rivers environmental Flow technical 
panel suggested that a new gauging station should be located 
downstream of the majority of diversions in the valley,  
but upstream of any possible influence of high flows from the 
yarra river. no definitive recommendation on a location for the 
gauge was made, but the environmental Flows technical panel 
suggested that the general location should be around dalry road 
(lydeFtp 2004a).

based on this recommendation, melbourne Water and the 
department of Sustainability and environment have installed a 
new gauge on the don river at dalry rd (229220b). this gauge 
was commissioned in September 2011 and will be used for 
implementation of licence conditions in the don river catchment 
upon commencement of the plan.  

gROuNDWATER

it is likely, given the relatively moderate topographic relief and 
deeply weathered bedrock in the middle and lower sections of 
the little yarra and don catchments, that the basin has 
significant ground water resources (lydeFtp 2004b).

the don river drains an area of high and reliable rainfall 
(1000mm per year), and maintains permanent flows throughout 
the year with a base flow provided by groundwater inputs 
(lydeFtp 2004b).

in a water resources report of the area, it was estimated that  
73% of the stream-flow in the little yarra river is supplied by 
groundwater (Skm 2004). it is highly probable that excessive 
ground water extractions would have a significant impact on 
seasonal base flows, and spring or ground water dependent 
communities (lydeFtp 2004b). 

given this information the consultative committee was quite 
concerned about groundwater usage in both the little yarra and 
don catchments. While the guidelines provided to the 
consultative committee did not allow them to make specific 
prescriptions about groundwater usage and licensing, they put 
forward the following points:

(i)  the consultative committee supports the continuation of 
the precautionary approach taken by Southern rural Water 
to groundwater applications in the little yarra river and don 
catchments, and

(ii)  the consultative committee recommends that groundwater 
levels in the little yarra river and don catchments be 
monitored to ensure sustainable use of the resource. 

(iii)  it is recommended that existing commercial groundwater 
extraction licences are carefully considered upon renewal, to 
ensure that they are sustainable.

EDuCATION Of uSERS 

the consultative committee recommends melbourne Water 
continue to communicate updates and information and explore 
the possibility of organizing community meetings so as to better 
educate water users and the whole community of the 
catchments, especially domestic and stock users.

the consultative committee recommends that melbourne Water 
work with other stakeholders (i.e. yarra ranges Shire council) to 
carry out an education campaign in the little yarra river and  
don river catchments to help the community, including domestic 
and stock users, become more aware of their impact on the local 
waterways. 

RIPARIAN VEgETATION

the consultative committee identifies the need to continue to 
maintain and improve riparian vegetation to aid water quality 
and habitat creation.

the consultative committee encourages melbourne Water  
to keep working with local landholders to remove weeds  
(i.e. willows), fence stream frontages to exclude livestock and 
undertake revegetation.
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LOggINg IN ThE LITTLE YARRA 
CATChmENT

the consultative committee supports the current research being 
carried out in the area and encourages any ongoing research into 
the relationship between regrowth forest and surface water 
yields. under the current legal framework it is not possible for the 
consultative committee to make a prescription requiring logging 
activities to purchase temporary water licences to offset any  
net loss.

there are several investigations and strategies which are currently 
looking into the impact of land-use on water yields and/or the 
impact of logging on water yields. in accordance with the 
requirements of the national Water initiative, work is underway 
to develop a framework to account for and manage the impacts 
of land use change on water resources.

options to improve water management to include unaccounted 
water use are also being explored in the Western region and 
gippsland region Sustainable Water Strategies. the aim is to 
manage risks to water resources where required, without 
imposing significant costs or preventing regional growth in areas 
that are not stressed. options range from collaborative 
approaches to a comprehensive licensing regime covering all 
water use (see draft WrSWS, chapter 6, accounting for all 
significant water uses).

any review of this plan should consider the impact of land-use 
(including logging) in the little yarra and don catchments on 
stream-flow and make prescriptions with regard to this, where it 
is possible to do so and deemed necessary. 

DOmESTIC AND STOCk uSE  
IN ThE CATChmENT

the consultative committee recommends that further work is 
undertaken to understand and quantify domestic and stock use 
in the little yarra and don catchments. once there is a greater 
understanding of the impact of domestic and stock use, an 
education program should be carried out, so that domestic and 
stock licence holders have a greater understanding of the impacts 
that their water diversions have. 

OThER INfLuENCES ON 
SuRfACE WATER

the consultative committee acknowledges the impact that 
climate change is predicted to have on south-eastern australia. 
With predictions including a drier climate, larger storm events, 
more frequent fires and the reduction in water yield. 

14  COmmENTS bY ThE CONSuLTATIVE COmmITTEE
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15  APPROVAL

i, peter Walsh, minister administering the Water Act 1989, 
approve this plan in accordance with section 32a(6) of the  
Water Act 1989. 

PETER WALSh mLA 
minister for Water

date
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“Act” means the Water act 1989 (vic)

“Catchment Dam” means a dam which predominantly harvests 
water from rainfall runoff other than from a defined waterway.

“Dam-filling licence” means a licence to fill on or off stream dams 
during the dam-filling period. the licence is normally limited to the 
volume of the storage. also known as a winter fill licence.

“Dam-filling period” means the period as prescribed in the plan 
and comprises of the wetter months of the year when flows are 
consistently high enough to allow additional water to be harvested 
over and above extraction by all-year licence holders and 
environmental flows.

“Domestic and stock licence” (D&S) means a licence issued 
under Section 51(1)(a) of the act to take and use water in, and 
around, a house or for watering of stock, but not for commercial 
purposes.

“Environmental flow” means a pattern of stream flows that 
maintains or improves aquatic ecosystems and their habitats by 
mimicking the size and timing of natural flow events.

“EVC” means ecological vegetation class.

“flow regime” means the range of flows throughout the year 
which may include, low flows, flood events, high flows, and cease to 
flow events.

“fresh” means stream flow peaks occurring after rain. these peaks 
partially fill the river or creek channel for a number of days. they 
‘freshen’ the river or creek by providing water to flush the system 
and rejuvenate the aquatic life.

“melbourne Water” means melbourne Water corporation.

“minister” means the minister administering the Water act 1989.

“mL” means megalitre; one million litres.

“Natural flow” means the flow that would exist if there was no 
harvesting of water by dams or direct extraction. natural flows are 
estimated by adding an approximation of the water taken out of the 
catchment back into the flows that are recorded at a stream gauge.

“Off-stream dam” means a dam off a waterway that is filled with 
water pumped from a waterway.

“On-stream dam” means a dam that is located on a waterway 
that is filled directly by stream flow.

“Reliability of supply” means the chance of fully obtaining a 
volume of water in any year, given as a percentage.

“SEPP” means State environment protection policy.

“Sleeper licence” means a licence that is not currently utilised by 
the licence holder.

“The consultative committee” means the little yarra and don 
rivers consultative committee.

“The Plan” means the little yarra and don rivers Stream Flow 
management plan.

“Waterway” has the same meaning as that defined in the Water 
act 1989.

“Water Supply Protection Area” an area declared by the minister 
to be protected under Section 27(1) of the Water act 1989.
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1.  licence to take and use water from a waterway for any 
purpose: [Section 51(1)(a)]

 1.1  Standard state-wide licensing conditions apply, in 
addition to those conditions list below.

 1.2  a licensee within the little yarra river catchment must 
not take any water from a waterway when the 7-day 
rolling average stream flow at the little yarra river 
Stream flow gauge at lowes road (Site id 229214) is 
39ml per day or less, at any time.

 1.3  a licensee within the little yarra river catchment must 
not take water, except in accordance with the rostering 
and restriction provision set out in the melbourne Water 
drought response plan for licensed Water users, when 
the 7-day average stream flow at little yarra river 
Stream flow gauge at lowes road (Site id 229214) is 
60ml per day or less at any time.

 1.4  a licensee in the don river catchment must not take any 
water from a waterway when the 7-day rolling average 
stream flow at the don river Stream flow gauge at dalry 
road (Site id 229220b) is:

  a)   3 ml per day or less at any time between 1 december 
and 30 June

  b)   10 ml per day or less at any time between 1 July and 
30 november

 1.5  the take period for winter-fill dam licences will be as 
follows:

  little yarra river – 1st July to 30th november.

  don river – 1st July to 30th november.

 1.6  the licensee must comply with any roster or restriction 
prepared and implemented by melbourne Water under 
the melbourne Water drought response plan for 
licensed Water users and/or under prescription 2 of the 
little yarra and don rivers Water Supply protection 
areas Stream Flow management plan.

note: these conditions are additional to, or replace, existing 
licence conditions where appropriate in accordance with Policies 
for Managing Take and Use Licences, September 2009, issued by 
the minister for Water.
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the plan has been completed following appropriate community consultation on a draft and necessary changes being made.

the following table provides a summary of the community consultation submissions and the response by the consultative committee. 
there were other submissions received that wished to remain anonymous and are not displayed here but were considered by the 
consultative committee. 

Prescription Respondent Comment Consultative committee comment

1 grace venuto agree noted

1 powelltown Sawmills agree noted

1 andrew Seegar agree noted

1 environment victoria We support prescription 1 on maintaining the current cap on 
diversions in the two catchments and the prohibition of trade 
into the don catchment. 

noted

1 dSe  request consultative committee reconsiders the appropriateness 
of entitlement caps given alternative modelling information of 
reliability of supply in winter and potential for future 
development.

the consultative committee acknowledges the results presented 
by dSe and Skm and accept there is potential future 
development in the little yarra and don catchments. the 
consultative committee believe there is an existing ability to 
develop under current allocations through trading. this is to be 
reviewed in five years to assess if this is adequate to support the 
level of development experienced throughout the duration of the 
plan.

2 geoffrey cochrane Strongly disagree the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

2 grace venuto agree noted

2 powelltown Sawmills disagree – our sawmill must keep the logs under water sprinklers 
at all times or will crack which costs the company thousands of 
dollars each day

the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

2 andrew Seegar agree noted

2 environment victoria the draft plan fails to implement the minimum environmental 
flow recommendation of 42 ml/day for the little yarra. this is 
despite the fact that setting the minimum flow at 42 ml/day 
would have no detrimental effect on irrigator reliability in all but 
the driest years, and even then it would only increase time spent 
on bans by one percent (Figure 10, p23). instead of immediately 
implementing a minimum flow of 39 ml/day and then reviewing 
the situation in 5 years, as envisaged in the draft plan, the 5 year 
period of the SFmp could be used to progressively the 42 ml/day 
recommendation.

the consultative committee considered progressively 
implementing the ban level to 42ml/day. the consultative 
committee considered the impact on diverters with an addition 
1% of the year on ban and resulting increase in duration of 
consecutive days without access to water. based on this the 
consultative committee recommended that the plan review 
should consider implementing the 42ml/day. 
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Prescription Respondent Comment Consultative committee comment

3 geoffrey cochrane disagree the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

3 grace venuto agree noted

3 powelltown Sawmills disagree – we purchase the water licence when there were no 
restrictions on use and transfer based our commercial decision 
on these factors

the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

3 andrew Seegar disagree the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

4 grace venuto Strongly disagree the metering and monitoring recommendation is consistent 
with current melbourne Water practice.

4 andrew Seegar agree noted

5 geoffrey cochrane agree noted

5 grace venuto agree noted

5 powelltown Sawmills agree noted

5 andrew Seegar agree noted

6 geoffrey cochrane Schedule 1 Strongly disagree

going back to late 1960s when the flow in the little yarra was at 
an all time low flow  - the authority allowed a few hours a week 
of pumping for farmers

the 39ml ban trigger or event the existing 35 ban trigger gives 
little or no pumping for farmers during summer in drought 
summers.

your charter states sharing water between all users, the 39 ml/d 
ban trigger gives no consideration to farmers

a small pumping allowance when flows are below 39ml would 
be much fairer.

the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

6 grace venuto “depending on existing licence conditions where appropriate” the committee agrees this is not clear in the plan. the 
committee has amended the plan to refer to policies for 
managing take and use licences, September 2009, issued by the 
minister for Water which outlines general licence conditions.  

6 powelltown Sawmills disagree – as mentioned previously any restriction to access of 
our water will have a significant economic detriment to the 
company

the committee considered the needs of all water users, including 
economic, social and environmental factors and after robust 
debate determined this was an appropriate balance between all 
water users. the decision was consistent with the objectives of 
the plan.

7 geoffrey cochrane agree noted

7 grace venuto agree noted

7 andrew Seegar agree noted

8 geoffrey cochrane agree noted

8 grace venuto agree noted

8 andrew Seegar agree noted
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Prescription Respondent Comment Consultative committee comment

all prescriptions healeSville 
environment 
Watch inc

heWi generally agrees with all recommendations within 
prescriptions 1-6 as environmentally responsible and we strongly 
agree with p7 & 8 to provide future safeguards as the effects of 
climate change are manifested as forecast by current modelling

noted

all prescriptions david peterson agree with all prescriptions noted

Further 
recommendations 

environment victoria environment victoria notes the committee’s comments (p34-5) 
on logging and on stock and domestic use in the catchment and 
supports their recommendations.  regrowth following logging 
and stock and domestic use both have significant impacts on 
stream flows and affect both the environment and the reliability 
of supply for other users. the Stream Flow management plan will 
be limited in its effectiveness while these significant water uses 
remain outside its scope.

noted

Further 
recommendation 
– don gauge

environment victoria We also support the request for a stream flow gauge for the don 
and the implementation of the environmental flow 
recommendations for that river

noted – gauge installed in September 2011. 

Further 
recommendation 
– groundwater

environment victoria We endorse the concerns expressed by the committee on 
groundwater use in the little yarra and don catchments

noted

Further 
recommendation 
- groundwater

Sue hoffman the recommendations relating to licences and conditions for 
users of Surface Water seem to be appropriate, given the lack of 
real data on which to base such recommendations.  however, the 
omission of any reference to similar regulation of groundwater 
extraction is puzzling.

i was surprised to find that i had to read 34 pages before any 
acknowledgement that there is an inter-relationship between 
groundwater and Surface Water in this catchment.  this 
inter-relationship is widely recognized within the Water industry 
and the health of one has impacts on the other.  (see the brief 
attachment ‘hydrologic cycle’)  any Stream Flow management 
plan is flawed unless both systems are fully understood and 
taken into consideration.

it is well known that the don river is fed by springs at various 
points.  there has been no study of the extent of their 
contribution to the overall flows.

there is a commercial extraction facility taking water from these 
sources.  monitoring of its activity, or its impacts on the don 
river has not occurred. 

there is therefore no data regarding the extent of this extraction, 
or its impact on the river flows, and this catchment 
management plan makes no concrete recommendations which 
will ensure that such monitoring is put in place.

What SpeciFic measures will be implemented to monitor the 
groundwater levels?  Who will take responsibility to ensure that 
this monitoring actually occurs?

unless actual data is collected, how will any assessment be made 
as to whether the extraction licence should be renewed?

anecdotal evidence has overwhelmingly shown that the 
extraction of the groundwater doeS have an impact on the 
flows in the don river – especially during periods of low flow.  
hard evidence, based on actual monitoring is essential to ensure 
that every aspect of the health of the don river is included in 
any Streamflow management plan.

a specific groundwater monitoring program in place.

recommencement of monitoring of flows in the don river.

noted.

groundwater is outside the committee’s terms of reference as 
the little yarra and don Water Supply protection area relates to 
the management of surface water only.
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Prescription Respondent Comment Consultative committee comment

Further 
recommendation 
- groundwater

brian Feim While commending its intentions, i believe the integrity of a final 
plan (little yarra and don rivers Water Supply protection area 
Stream Flow management plan 2011) will be severely 
compromised if the role of groundwater is not thoroughly 
investigated and recommendations and/ or prescriptions 
incorporated into the final plan. 

drawing the ministers attention to:- 

Section 14.: comments by the consultative committee  
(page 34 of draft plan ) 

the consultative committee recognises the importance of the 
role of groundwater and expresses its concern. the committee 
puts forward three points :

- current licences, the future renewal of these licences and 
monitoring. 

i share the concerns of the committee. at the suggested 73% 
contribution to Stream Flow, groundwater is the major 
parameter, it therefore needs to be thoroughly investigated and 
understood to determine its capacity to provide protection for 
our water supply 

given the topography of the don river catchment area, the 
contribution of groundwater to Stream Flow in this river could 
be greater than 73% ( as suggested for the little yarra 
catchment).

Further in conditions of extreme dryness and periods of little or 
no rainfall ( 1982 and 2008/9 ) groundwater contribution to 
Stream Flow could approach 100%. ( See below**)

i feel a successful plan cannot be implemented without all 
relevant data being considered 

With such a significant contribution to stream flow , 
groundwater cannot be ignored in the proposed plan. if the plan 
were to be adopted in this form , it would not provide effective 
Stream Flow protection. 

a holistic approach to the catchment areas is essential. i would 
trust that the minister receiving the draft report and its 
submissions would request groundwater studies be undertaken 
and the concerns of the committee be addressed and any 
recommendations / prescriptions incorporated into the final 
draft. 

**observation from the author – yarra valley resident for 60 yrs

January 2009 – the don river at the dalry road bridge. looking 
down onto the riverbed, the rocks on the riverbed were damp. 
no audible sound of water and no stream flow was visible.

noted.

groundwater is outside the committee’s terms of reference as 
the little yarra and don Water Supply protection area relates to 
the management of surface water only.

general comment elizabeth Jacka there have only been limited faunal surveys of the don 
catchment, and the report acknowledges the anecdotal evidence 
that platypus occur in the area. however, other species may also 
exist and go unrecorded. i suggest the last line on page 10 should 
refer to future surveys confirming the presence of platypus ‘and 
other species’.

noted. plan amended 

general comment elizabeth Jacka on page 12, i believe the report should refer to ‘estimated’ flows 
in the don river. the current wording of the report could give the 
misleading impression that the flows referred to are measured 
flows, rather than modelled flows.

noted. plan amended

general comment elizabeth Jacka also on page 12, i believe that there should a paragraph under 
Figure 7 commenting that there is currently significant under use 
of licensed allocations in the catchment. For example, metered 
water use in 2007-08 was only 0.9% of the total allocation and i 
believe that this low use is largely due to land use in the valley 
rather than the application of bans. i believe the land use and low 
use of allocations is a special feature of the don river catchment. 
the paragraph could also comment that the current under use of 
allocations in the catchment may provide an opportunity to 
reduce the total allocation in the catchment through trading 
licences out of the catchment. and that melbourne Water is 
encouraging large diversion licence holders in the catchment to 
trade all or part of their licence out of the catchment. this 
paragraph could also be included on page 19 – perhaps as part of 
the second paragraph on the don river.

noted. plan amended
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Prescription Respondent Comment Consultative committee comment

general comment elizabeth Jacka on page 34 in relation to groundwater, the first paragraph only 
refers to the geology of the little yarra catchment, and the fact 
that excessive groundwater extractions could have a significant 
impact on seasonal base flows in the river. i seem to remember a 
comment that page 2 similar geological conditions are likely to 
occur throughout the entire region and that the don river could 
be similarly impacted by excessive groundwater extraction – as 
one would expect. i think that there should be some reference in 
the paragraph that similar conditions are likely to occur on the 
don catchment.

noted. plan amended

general comment elizabeth Jacka one concern with the SFmp is that there has been significant 
reliance on estimates, rather than on hard facts, in relation to the 
don river catchment:

•   there has not been a gauge on the river since 1987 and stream 
flows in the river have therefore had to be estimated through 
creation of a rainfall-runoff model. page 10 the report refers to 
average rainfall in the catchment of 1000mm per year, which is 
presumably the data used in the rainfall-runoff modelling. i am 
not sure where this rainfall information has come from, but i 
assume this has also been modelled from rainfall data outside 
the don valley. my husband and i have lived in the don valley 
since June 2000 - that is, during a period that has been 
significantly drier than normal. We have kept accurate records 
of rainfall during the past 10 years and our readings show that 
average rainfall over that period has been 1107mm. this 
highlights the problem associated with use of modelled data.

•   Furthermore, current flows in the don river are modelled on 
the total volume of diversion licences in the catchment. Whilst 
i understand why this has been done, this approach fails to give 
an accurate picture of what is actually occurring in the 
catchment, given the number of sleepers and the very 
significant under use of licensed allocated diversions. both of 
the above matters lend support for installation of a gauge on 
the don river in order to obtain accurate information in 
relation to flows in the river. i suggest that when the SFmp is 
forwarded to minister Walsh for approval, the accompanying 
letter once again request that a gauge be installed on the river 
and that the current lack of accurate information be referred to 
in support of that request

noted – gauge installed in September 2011.

general comment vrFish the victorian recreational Fishing peak body (vrFish) is happy 
with the direction of this plan and endorses its identified actions. 

vrFish is supportive of increasing the potential of summer storm 
flushes that are currently prevented by dams. We see that any 
additional waters returned to the river systems are necessary to 
ensure biodiversity.

however, we query how melbourne Water will differentiate 
between stock dams and recreational (aesthetic) dams?

vrFish would like to thank melbourne Water for the opportunity 
to provide input via anthony urban through the development 
process.

noted 

melbourne Water will be guided by the notes for aesthetic dams 
which provides guidance on dam sizes allowed for domestic and 
stock use.



tap considers that the background material provided to the 
little yarra and don rivers Stream Flow management plan 
consultative committee regarding environmental values and 
flow requirements and the hydrology of the two rivers (given the 
paucity of gauge data) was of good quality and a suitable basis 
on which to draft Stream Flow management plans, noting the 
provision for review in five years.

the draft SFmp provides a clear assessment of the effect of flow 
recommendations on access to surface water by diverters for a 
range of flow rules and in ‘wet’, ‘average’, and ‘dry’ years in terms 
of the predicted number of days of ‘unrestricted’, ‘restricted’, and 
zero access to water during Summer (low-flow), Winter (high-
flow) and transitional periods.  the methods and assumptions 
are transparent.

the draft SFmp provides a clear assessment of the effect of flow 
recommendations on access to surface water by diverters for a 
range of flow rules and in ‘wet’, ‘average’, and ‘dry’ years in terms 
of the predicted number of days of ‘unrestricted’, ‘restricted’, and 
zero access to water during Summer (low-flow), Winter (high-
flow) and transitional periods.  the methods and assumptions 
are transparent.

there has been no formal risk assessment (e.g. Standards 
australia) in regard to environmental values.  For the most part 
the consultative committee retained the flow recommendations 
suggested by the environmental Flows technical panel which,  
it could be assumed, make adequate provision for minimising 
environmental risk.  in two instances the consultative 
committee have chosen a shortfall from these 
recommendations in formulating the SFmp.  For the little yarra 
one minimum flow requirement has been changed (from 42ml/
day to 39ml/day).  the effect of this on the eFtp environmental 
requirements (for blackfish) have been assessed (method not 
reported) but the risk that this poses to the blackfish population, 
and hence the ecological objectives, has not.  the second change 
from eFtp recommendations, a 7-day rolling average minimum 
flow of 3 ml/day in the don instead of an ‘instantaneous’ 
minimum of 3 ml/day is potentially a greater threat to 
environmental values (in riffle communities) the risk of which 
needs to be assessed.  any potential increase in the likelihood of 
zero-flow events – that were not envisaged in the eFtp 
recommendations – represents an unquantified increase in 
ecological risk.

as with environmental and hydrological expertise, the 
preparation of SFmps may benefit from specialist ecological risk 
assessment support were it made available to consultative 
committees.

implementation of final flow recommendations in the don is 
dependent on the installation of a flow gauge. it is intended that 
data from this gauge (inter alia) be used to reassess the SFmp at 
the 5-year review.  this is a limited time-window within which  
to collect the necessary hydrological and ecological data for an 
effective review.  

at that time, if not as part of the current SFmp, tap recommend 
that an analysis of future changes due to climate change be 
completed.
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